The Place of Social Capital in Understanding
Social and Economic Outcomes
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Michael Woolcock

It is hardly possible to overrate the value...of placing human beings in contact with
persons dissimilar to themselves, and with modes of thought and action unlike those
with which they are familiar... Such communication has always been, and is
peculiarly in the present age, one of the primary sources of progress.
John Stuart Mill

This paper provides a brief introduction to the recent theoretical and empirical literature
on social capital as it pertains to economic development issues, with a particular focus on its
significance for OECD countries. In so doing it seeks to address three specific questions: (1)
How are social capital, human capital, and social capability related to one another?; (2) How can
social capital be measured?; and (3) How might existing economic growth models give more
adequate attention to social capital?
The paper proceeds as follows. I begin by examining the remarkable resurgence of
interest in the social dimensions of development in general, and the idea of social capital in
particular. This is followed by a basic primer on social capital and a brief survey of the empirical
evidence in support of key hypotheses pertaining to economic development, especially the
relationship between informal and formal institutions and their collective capacity to manage
risk. Next, I provide a response to several of the criticisms leveled at social capital. I then
explore the implications of a general theory of social capital for economic growth and well-being
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in OECD countries. I conclude by calling for a renewed commitment to interdisciplinary and
multi-method research on development issues, for keeping debates on social capital focused on
the evidence, and for an appreciation that even a relatively parsimonious conceptualization of
social capital has a range of important implications for practitioners and policymakers seeking to
cultivate a more productive and inclusive economy.

1. The Decline and Rise of the Social Dimensions of Development
In the last decade, there has been a resurgence of interest in the social and institutional
dimensions of economic development (World Bank 1997, 2000a). Work in this field was
pioneered by Hirschman (1958) and Adelman and Morris (1967), but in general the issues they
had raised so poignantly were crowded out until the late 1980s. During the 1970s and 1980s,
Cold War rhetoric and ideological dichotomies (state planning versus free markets) dominated
development discourse in First and Second World countries, while elites in the Third World (and
many of their western scholarly counterparts) tended to blame forces beyond their borders for
poor domestic performance.2 For more than forty years, then, the role of national and local
institutions — political, legal, and social — were largely neglected.3 A number of geo-political
factors contributed to the turnaround in the 1990s, most prominent among them being the fall of
communism, the ostensible difficulties of creating market institutions in transitional economies,
the financial crises in Mexico, East Asia, Russia, and Brazil, and the enduring scourge of poverty
in even the most prosperous economies. Meanwhile, policymakers, foreign investors, and aid
agencies alike finally began to recognize that corruption, far from “greasing the wheels” in weak
2
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institutional environments, was in fact imposing serious and measurable net costs (World Bank
1998). Faced with the glaring evidence that orthodox theories had neither anticipated these
difficulties nor offered safe passage through them once encountered, attention returned to the
social and institutional aspects.
This was the demand side of the story. On the supply side, a remarkable series of
publications combined to give social scientists greater confidence to address these long-neglected
themes. In economics, Nobel laureate Douglass North (1990) argued that formal and informal
institutions (the legal structures and normative “rules of the game”) were crucial to understanding
economic performance.4 In political science, Robert Putnam (1993) showed that the density and
scope of local civic associations laid the foundations for the widespread dissemination of
information and social trust, thereby creating the conditions underpinning effective governance
and economic development (see also Fukuyama 1995).5 In sociology, Peter Evans (1992, 1995)
demonstrated that whether a state was “developmental” or “predatory” was crucially dependent
on both the capacity of its public institutions and the nature of state-society relations.6 By the late
1990s, the development literature on institutional capacity, social networks, and community
participation inspired by these works began to coalesce around a general framework loosely held
together by the idea of “social capital.”7

2. What is social capital? How does if differ from human capital and social capability?

“It’s not what you know, it’s who you know.” This common aphorism sums up much of
the conventional wisdom regarding social capital. It is wisdom born of our experience that
4
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gaining membership to exclusive clubs requires inside contacts, that close competitions for jobs
and contracts are usually won by those with “friends in high places.” When we fall upon hard
times, we know it is our friends and family who constitute the final “safety net.” Conscientious
parents devote hours of time to the school board and to helping their kids with homework, only
too aware that a child’s intelligence and motivation are not enough to ensure a bright future.
Less instrumentally, some of our happiest and most rewarding hours are spent talking with
neighbors, sharing meals with friends, participating in religious gatherings, and volunteering on
community projects.
Intuitively, then, the basic idea of “social capital” is that one’s family, friends, and
associates constitute an important asset, one that can be called upon in a crisis, enjoyed for its
own sake, and/or leveraged for material gain. Those communities endowed with a rich stock of
social networks and civic associations will be in a stronger position to confront poverty and
vulnerability (Moser 1996; Narayan 1997), resolve disputes (Schafft and Brown 2000), and/or
take advantage of new opportunities (Isham 1999). Conversely, the absence of social ties can
have an equally important impact. Office workers, for example, fear being “left out of the loop”
on important decisions; ambitious professionals recognize that getting ahead in a new venture
typically requires an active commitment to “networking,” i.e., to creating the social connections
they currently lack.
A defining feature of being poor, moreover, is that one is not a member of — or is even
actively excluded from — certain social networks and institutions, ones that could be used to
secure good jobs and decent housing (Wilson 1996). Without access to employment information
networks, residents of inner city ghettoes find themselves trapped in low-wage jobs (Loury
7
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1977); diffuse sets of social ties are crucial to the provision of informal insurance mechanisms
(Coate and Ravallion 1993; Townsend 1994). Similarly, Varshney (2000) shows that where
there are cross-cutting ties to connect different groups, such as associations that bring together
Hindus and Muslims in India, conflict is addressed constructively and rarely descends into
violence; where such ties are lacking, there are no established channels for dealing with
difference. Barr (1998) reports similar findings from work on firms in Africa, where poor
entrepreneurs are shown to have a limited and circumscribed set of “protection” networks, while
the non-poor have a more diverse set of “innovation” networks (see also Fafchamps and Minten
1999). There is also anecdotal evidence to suggest that in many poor communities, women
primarily possess the intensive “protection” networks, while men have access to more extensive
“innovation” networks (Goldstein 1999).
Intuition and everyday language also recognize an additional feature of social capital,
however. They acknowledge that social capital has costs as well as benefits, that social ties can
be a liability as well as an asset.8 Most parents, for example, worry their teenage children will
“fall in with the wrong crowd,” that peer pressure and a strong desire for acceptance will induce
them to take up harmful habits. At the institutional level, many countries and organizations
(including the World Bank) have nepotism laws, in explicit recognition that personal connections
can be used to unfairly discriminate, distort, and corrupt. In our everyday language and life
experiences, in short, we find that the social ties we have can be both a blessing and a blight,
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while those we do not have can deny us access to key resources. These features of social capital
are well documented by the empirical evidence, and have important implications for economic
development and poverty reduction.
The most compelling empirical evidence in support of the social capital thesis comes
from household and community level (i.e. “micro”) studies, drawing on sophisticated measures
of community networks, the nature and extent of civic participation, and exchanges among
neighbors. In the OECD countries, the most comprehensive findings have emerged from urban
studies (e.g. Gittell and Vidal 1998; Sampson, Morenhoff and Earls 1999), public health
(Kawachi, Kennedy and Glass 1999; Kawachi and Berkman 2000) and corporate life (Meyerson
1994; Burt 2000; Fernandez, Castilla and Moore 2000), the unifying argument being that,
controlling for other key variables, the well-connected are more likely to be hired, housed,
healthy, and happy. Specifically, they are more likely to be promoted faster, receive higher
salaries, be favorably evaluated by peers, miss fewer days of work, live longer, and be more
efficient in completing assigned tasks. An increasingly large number of studies — drawing on an
intellectual tradition going back to Smith and Marshall — also explore the role of “communities
of practice” within and strategic alliances between firms, especially in the finance, biotechnology, and software industries (e.g. Lesser 2000; Wenger and Snyder 2000). To the extent
that local and regional growth performance is driven by these types of alliances, innovative
policies to facilitate their emergence need to be given serious consideration.
Social capital has entered debates about economic performance on its ambitious claim to
constituting an independent — and hitherto under-appreciated — factor of production. The
classical economists identified land, labor, and physical capital (i.e. tools and technology) as the
three basic factors shaping economic growth, to which in the 1960s neo-classical economists
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such as T. W. Schultz (1961) and Gary Becker (1962) introduced the notion of human capital,
arguing that a society’s endowment of educated, trained, and healthy workers determined how
productively the orthodox factors could be utilized. The latest equipment and most innovative
ideas in the hands or mind of the brightest, fittest person, however, will amount to little unless
that person also has access to others to inform, correct, improve, and disseminate his/her work.
Life at home, in the boardroom, or on the shop floor is both more rewarding and productive when
suppliers, colleagues, and clients alike are able to combine their particular skills and resources in
a spirit of cooperation and commitment to common objectives. In essence, where human capital
resides in individuals, social capital resides in relationships. Human and social capital are
complements, however, in that literate and informed citizens are better able to organize, evaluate
conflicting information, and express their views in constructive ways. Schools which are an
integral part of community life (Hanifan 1916), nurture high parental involvement (Coleman
1988), and actively expand the horizons of students (Morgan and Sorensen 1999), are more likely
to help students achieve higher test scores.
Much of the interest in social capital among economists, however, has been fueled by a
definition that includes not only the structure of networks and social relations, but more
individualistic behavioral dispositions (such as trust, reciprocity, social skills [Glaeser, Laibson,
and Sacerdote 2000]), and macro institutional quality measures (‘rule of law’, ‘contract
enforceability’, ‘civil liberties’, etc.).9 This more all-encompassing approach is appealing to some
because of the existence of large, cross-national datasets (e.g. the World Values Survey, Gastil
indexes, Freedom House scores), which permit “social capital” — now measured by country-
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level “trust” and “governance” scores—to be entered into macroeconomic growth regressions.10
Such studies make for provocative reading, but the collective panoply of micro and macro
measures of “social capital”11 — and their correspondingly eclectic theoretical frameworks —
has led many critics to accuse social capital of having become all things to all people, and hence
nothing to anyone.
What to do? One approach has been to refer to macro-institutional issues under a separate
banner, calling them instead “social capabilities”, “social cohesion” or “social infrastructure”
(e.g. Koo and Perkins 1995; Ritzen et al. 2000; Temple and Johnson 1998; Hall and Jones 1999).
The virtue of this strategy is that it relieves social capital of its mounting intellectual burden,
analytically and empirically disentangling micro-community and macro-institutional concerns.
The vice is that it removes a convenient discursive short-hand for the social dimensions of
development vis-à-vis other factors of production (cf. “human capital”, “financial capital”), and
treats as separate what is more accurately considered together (see below).
A second approach has been to call for an exclusively relational definition of social
capital (Portes 1998; Putnam 2000), to advocate for a “lean and mean” conceptualization
focusing on the sources of social capital — i.e. primarily social networks — rather than its
consequences (which can be either positive or negative, depending on the circumstances), such as
trust, tolerance, and cooperation. The upside of this approach is that it is more or less clear about
what is, and what is not, social capital, making for cleaner measurement and more parsimonious
theory building; the downside is that it tends to overlook the broader institutional environment in
which communities are inherently embedded.
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A third approach has been to dismiss the definitional debate altogether. For researchers
such as Knack (1999b), it is a moot question as to whether social capital is, or should be
understood as, a micro or macro phenomenon: “social capital is what social capital scholars do.”
Just as social scientists do important and rigorous work on “power”, “class”, and “sustainability”
without universally agreed-upon definitions of them, so too, these writers maintain, we should
care less about parsing terms and more about applying consistent scholarly standards to
evaluating the merits of research on “social capital.” If the work satisfies rigorous
methodological, empirical, and theoretical criteria, then definitional issues will take care of
themselves.
So is social capital a micro-community phenomenon, a macro-institutional phenomenon,
both, or doesn’t it matter? My own approach to these concerns, first outlined in Woolcock
(1998), has been to acknowledge the merits of each approach, and to attempt something of a
synthesis. The core components of my approach are the following. First, we do need a
definition, and one that is more or less agreed upon. I, therefore, reject the “anything goes”
argument while wholeheartedly agreeing that all research should be subject to consistent and
rigorous scholarly standards. A definition is needed because social capital is being used in so
many different disciplines; far from precluding agreement, it is remarkable how much overlap
there actually is, presenting us with a timely opportunity to adopt a concept that transcends
familiar disciplinary provincialisms. Definitional debates have been going on for the best part of
a decade now, and lest they continue to absorb time and resources best spent on more important
issues, I am prepared to declare that while the battles aren’t over, the war has essentially been
won. There is an emerging consensus on the definition of social capital, one built on an
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increasingly solid empirical foundation, and it is as follows: social capital refers to the norms
and networks that facilitate collective action.
Second, to avoid tautological reasoning, I maintain that any definition of social capital
should focus on its sources rather than consequences, on what it is rather than what it does
(Edwards and Foley 1997). (Without this distinction, as Portes [1998] points out, an argument
could be put forward that successful groups were distinguished by their dense community ties,
failing to consider the possibility that the same ties could be preventing success in another
otherwise similar group.) This approach eliminates an entity such as “trust”, a vitally important
entity in its own right but which for our present purposes can be regarded as an outcome (of
repeated interactions, of credible legal institutions, of reputations). Just as “test scores” are an
indicator of human capital, and not human capital itself—individuals and governments invest in
schools that are the source of human capital, not test scores, which are an outcome—so too
“trust” is better understood not as social capital per se, but rather as a measure of it. We invest in
the networks and social institutions that produce trust, not trust in and of itself.
Third, for clarity’s sake, social capital makes most sense when it is understood as a
relational (i.e. sociological), rather than psychological12 or political variable.13 (Having said that,
I think there is a sense in which the spirit of social capital can be applied to broader political
economy concerns, and I discuss this below.) If we are to be true to the dictums of scholarship
— namely, that the reliability and validity of data (whether qualitative or quantitative), its
analysis and interpretation, constitute the central focus of our deliberations — then the broader
12
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definition is becoming increasingly untenable, because the best and most coherent empirical
research on social capital, irrespective of discipline, has operationalized it as a sociological
variable (see Foley and Edwards 1999). Furthermore, if “social capital” is facile or distracting,
as some (e.g. Fine 1999) maintain, then this too should be demonstrated empirically, not refuted
polemically. Given the ever-accumulating weight of evidence documenting the significance of
social capital, however, the burden of proof is rapidly shifting to the detractors. A virtue of
adopting a relatively narrow definition is that it encourages supporters and skeptics alike to play
by the same rules. Importantly, it also enables us to rule in a century’s worth of research on
neighborhood and community effects that, while not employing the social capital terminology per
se, is entirely consistent with the spirit of it.
Fourth, in order to accommodate the range of outcomes associated with social capital, it
is necessary to recognize the multi-dimensional nature of its sources. The most common and
popular distinction — drawing on Cooley’s (1909) notion of primary (and, by implication,
secondary) groups, and Granovetter’s (1973) work on “strong” and “weak” ties — is between
“bonding” and “bridging” social capital (Gittell and Vidal 1998, p. 10). The former refers to
relations between family members, close friends, and neighbors, the latter to more distant friends,
associates, and colleagues. Bridging is essentially a horizontal metaphor, however, implying
connections between people who share broadly similar demographic characteristics. As Fox
(1996) and Heller (1996) have stressed, social capital also has a vertical dimension. Poverty is
largely a function of powerlessness and exclusion, and because of that a key task for
development practitioners and policymakers is ensuring that the activities of the poor not only
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“reach out”, but are also “scaled up” (Uvin 1995; Uvin, Jain and Brown 2000). An important
component of this strategy entails forging alliances with sympathetic individuals in positions of
power (Brown and Fox 1998), an approach Hirschman (1968) wryly calls “reform by stealth.”
To further extend the Hirschmanian discourse, this vertical dimension can be called “linkages.”
The capacity to leverage resources, ideas, and information from formal institutions beyond the
community is a key function of linking social capital (World Bank 2000b).
A multi-dimensional approach allows us to argue that it is different combinations of
bonding, bridging, and linking social capital that are responsible for the range of outcomes we
observe in the literature, and to incorporate a dynamic component in which optimal combinations
change over time. These distinctions have particular significance for understanding the plight of
the poor, who typically have a close-knit and intensive stock of bonding social capital that they
leverage to “get by” (Briggs 1998; Bebbington 1999), a modest endowment of the more diffuse
and extensive bridging social capital typically deployed by the non-poor to “get ahead” (Barr
1998; Narayan 1999; Kozel and Parker 2000), and almost no linking social capital enabling them
to gain sustained access to formal institutions such as banks, insurance agencies, and the courts
(see World Bank 2000b, Chapter 7).
Fifth, it is important to stress that a narrowly sociological definition of social capital —
i.e. one centered on networks within, between, and beyond communities — must not blind us to
the institutional context within which these networks are embedded, especially the role of the
state. Indeed, I contend that the vibrancy or paucity of social capital cannot be understood
independently of its broader institutional environment: communities can be highly engaged
because they are mistreated or ignored by public institutions (e.g. providing credit and security
because banks and police refuse to do so), or because they enjoy highly complementary relations
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with the state. As a number of economists and anthropologists have noted (e.g. Besley and Coate
1995; Davis 1999), the absence or weakness of formal institutions is often compensated for by
the creation of informal organizations (Narayan 1999). As such, I caution against explanations of
the rise and fall of social capital — and policy arguments for enhancing or reviving it — that
occur in an institutional vacuum. Weak, hostile, or indifferent governments have a profoundly
different effect on community life (and development projects), for example, than governments
that respect civil liberties, uphold the rule of law, and resist corruption (Kaufmann et al. 1999a
and 1999b).
This is especially the case in developing countries, but the same principle holds for
OECD countries, especially for understanding the plight of minorities and marginalized groups
(e.g. illegal immigrants, the poor). It is also important when it comes to understanding
problematic social issues such as “ethno-linguistic fractionalization”, which some (e.g. Easterly
and Levine 1997) have argued is a significant source of economic stagnation. The most recent
work, by Collier (1999), Posner (2000), and Easterly (2000b), however, argues that high levels of
ethnic fractionalization per se are in fact not a concern (indeed, diversity can be a asset); rather, it
is the presence of two or three large competing ethnic groups coupled with weak public
institutions that spells danger. This explains in part why ethnically heterogeneous societies like
the US, Canada, the UK, and Australia (and OECD countries in general) have been able to enjoy
the fruits of their diversity.

3. Responding to the Critics
The broad popularity and policy influence of social capital has, not surprisingly, met with
a backlash in some quarters. In addition to concerns about conceptual overreach and lack of
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empirical specificity discussed above, a number of other questions have been raised. Some of
these are legitimate, of course, and need to be addressed, since no idea or agenda is well served
by advocates who fail to take stock on a regular basis, who romanticize community, or who do
not acknowledge and attend to weaknesses. Many of these concerns are simply unfounded,
however, or at least do not constitute grounds for dismissal. In this section I outline and respond
to six issues raised by the critics.
Social capital is flawed, say the critics, because it:

a. Just repackages old ideas; is more style (good “marketing”) than substance
The “good marketing” aspect of this claim is true, but that doesn’t make it a flaw. The
hype surrounding social capital, like any “product”, would have collapsed under its own weight
long ago if there wasn’t a sufficiently rigorous empirical foundation on which it was built, and if
a broad constituency of people didn't “buy it”. But the foundation is strong and expanding, and
the audience wide and deep. Sociology for too long has been content to let its key ideas trade
under obscure, jargon-laden terminology that has little resonance with other disciplines or (more
importantly) the general public. The idea of social capital is at heart a pretty simple and intuitive
one, and it consequently speaks to a lot of different people. Without unduly compromising itself,
the idea of social capital gives classical (and contemporary) sociological themes a voice they
would not otherwise have.

b. Is merely the latest social scientific fad/buzz word
The downside of successfully “marketing” a new but still imprecise idea is that a lot of
people try to ride its coattails. Such people seek to procure credibility for their work by calling
what they do “social capital research”, even if they have only a passing knowledge of how most
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others have used the term. Repeated too many times, it creates a situation where social capital
does indeed appear to be “all things to all people.” Although the number of studies continues to
expand exponentially, a coherent and rigorous core is emerging. As a consensus (of sorts) is
reached about its definition and theoretical underpinnings, the difference between the contenders
and pretenders will become much clearer. It’s important to note that there is also a “demand
side” component to social capital’s recent popularity, in that it satisfies a conceptual void in both
mainstream economic and social theories of development about how to deal seriously with “the
social dimensions.” As long as that void exists, and as long as the idea of social capital can
convincingly fill it, the buzz should be welcomed, not scorned.

c. Encourages and rewards “economic imperialism” (social relations as “capital”?)
The idea of social capital has been developed primarily by economic sociologists, and as
such provides equal opportunity for both sociological and economic “imperialism” (or economic
rationalism, as it is called in Australia). In the end, however, I'm not convinced that any kind of
imperialism is really all that bad in either direction. Disciplines should have the confidence of
their convictions; there are no laws saying who can or should study what subject with what tool
kit, and the prize should go to those who provide the most compelling answers to the most
important questions. To the extent we live in a world where the dominant ideas — in both
popular discourse and public policy — are those of economics, we should welcome windows of
opportunity for (a) modifying the more extreme elements of those ideas, and (b) having a
concrete alternative to those ideas. To talk of social relations as “capital”, for example, is not
sociological heresy or a sellout to economics: it simply reflects the reality that our social
relationships are one of the ways in which we cope with uncertainty (returning to our family
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when we lose our job), extend our interests (using alumni networks to secure a good job), realize
our aspirations, and achieve outcomes we could not attain on our own (organizing a parade).
Perhaps social capital’s greatest quality, however, is that it helps transcend the imperialism wars
altogether, providing a common discourse across disciplinary, sectoral, and methodological
divides.
d. Reinforces or legitimizes orthodox (“Washington consensus”14) development policies
This is a recent but largely spurious critique, in that it (a) denies and masks the very real
changes in the way development theory and practice is being conducted today at the major
development organizations, especially when compared with those of a decade ago (World Bank
2000b), and (b) fails to recognize that social capital theory can be a powerful tool for explaining
how and why certain power structures themselves are established and perpetuated. The idea of
social capital is not entirely value neutral (no idea is), but seen as a complement of physical
capital (tools and resources), financial capital (monetary assets), and human capital (education
and health), it can forge an important conceptual space for taking the social dimension seriously.
In this light, the perpetuation or decline of (neo-) “Washington consensus” development policies
is shaped by a much larger constellation of forces. Social capital should be seen as part of the
solution, not the problem, for those with a legitimate axe to grind about the bad old days of
development. Importantly, social capital is facilitating sociology’s entry into high-level policy
discussions — an arena from which it has been comfortably excluded until now — giving the
discipline the chance to have a real influence on issues it claims to care deeply about.
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e. Neglects considerations of power, especially for those who are relatively powerless
Social capital has been appropriated by scholars, activists, and policymakers spanning the
political spectrum (an interesting fact in and of itself), so it is possible to read the literature
selectively and arrive at the above conclusion. A more complete reading, however, reveals that a
social capital perspective can be used not only to help explain the emergence and persistence of
power relations, but — perhaps more important — to provide a constructive basis for doing
something about it. It is one thing to recognize, for example, that poverty is caused in part by the
exclusion of certain marginalized groups from public, private and civic institutions; it is quite
another to say what should happen next. Marxist theory predicts and promotes revolution, on an
assumption of shared interests among disenfranchised groups; neo-classical theory assumes
markets (formal and informal) will emerge of their own accord to reach an efficient equilibrium;
modernization theory advocates the wholesale transformation of all traditional social
relationships if greater prosperity is to be attained. At its best, a social capital perspective
recognizes that exclusion from economic and political institutions is created and maintained by
powerful vested interests, but that marginalized groups themselves possess unique social
resources that can be used as a basis for overcoming that exclusion, and as a mechanism for
helping forge access to these institutions. Intermediaries such as NGOs have a crucial role to
play in such a process, because it takes a long time to earn both the confidence of the
marginalized, and the respect of institutional gatekeepers. In short, it takes an articulated effort
of both “top-down” and “bottom-up” to help overcome this exclusion, but it can be, has been,
and is being done, with positive and lasting results.
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f. Is a Western (especially US) concept supported by Western research, with little
relevance elsewhere
All ideas are grounded in language and history, and for whatever reason, we find
ourselves living at a time when most of the best social science departments in the most
prestigious (and well-funded) universities happen to reside in the Western world. For better or
worse, “social capital” is an idea that has emerged from this milieu, but one of the reasons for
grounding our understanding of it in “intuition” (as well as empirical research) is that it is the
basic intuition, not the precise words or formal definition, that travel best across time, space, and
circumstance. The words “social capital” translate poorly into many European languages, let
alone Asian or African ones, but everything from individual PhD dissertations to multi-million
dollar cross-national research projects are being carried out in its name, producing remarkably
complementary findings: high quality social capital research has been carried out in countries as
different as India, Togo, Haiti, Italy, and Canada. All social scientific words suffer translational
problems — the idea of a “household” or “neighborhood” does not even exist in some languages
— but that is no reason not to search for creative and culturally appropriate solutions.

4. Social Capital and Models of Economic Growth: Getting the Social Relations Right
This conceptualization of the role of different types and combinations of social networks
in development represents an important departure from earlier theoretical approaches, and
therefore has important implications for contemporary development research and policy. To see
why, it is instructive to briefly review those theories.
Until the 1990s, the major theories of development held rather narrow, even
contradictory, views of the role of social relationships in economic development, and offered
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little by way of constructive policy recommendations. In the 1950s and 1960s, for example,
modernization theory regarded traditional social relationships and ways of life as an impediment
to development. When modernization theorists explained “the absence or failure of capitalism,”
Moore (1997, p. 289) correctly notes, “the focus [was] on social relations as obstacles.” An
influential United Nations (1951) document of the time encapsulated this view; for development
to proceed, it proclaimed,
ancient philosophies have to be scrapped; old social institutions have to
disintegrate; bonds of caste, creed and race have to burst; and large numbers of
persons who cannot keep up with progress have to have their expectations of a
comfortable life frustrated. (cited in Escobar 1995, p. 3)

This view gave way in the 1970s to the arguments of dependency and world-systems
theorists, who held social relations among corporate and political elites to be a primary
mechanism of capitalist exploitation. The social characteristics of poor countries and
communities were defined almost exclusively in terms of their relations to the means of
production, and the inherent antipathy between the interests of capital and labor. Little mention
was made of the possibility (or desirability) of mutually beneficial relationships between workers
and owners, of the tremendous variation in success enjoyed by developing countries, or of
political strategies other than “revolution” by which the poor could improve their lot.
Communitarian perspectives15, on the other hand, with their emphasis on the inherent
beneficence and self-sufficiency of local communities, underestimated the negative aspects of
communal obligations, overestimated the virtues of isolation, and neglected the importance of
social relations to constructing effective formal institutions. For their part, neo-classical and
public choice theories — the most influential in the 1980s and early 1990s — assigned no

15

This perspective encapsulates the views of the South Commission (1990) and Etzioni (1994), among others. On
the doctrine of self-reliance, a key theme of communitarians, see Rist (1997, Chapter 8).
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distinctive properties to social relations per se. These perspectives focused on the strategic
choices of rational individuals interacting under various time, budgetary, and legal constraints,
holding that groups (including firms) existed primarily to lower the transactions costs of
exchange; given undistorted market signals, the optimal size and combination of groups would
duly emerge. “Selecting incentives” and third-party enforcement were needed where markets
failed to ensure that groups acted to serve collective interests.
For the major development theories, then, social relations have been construed as
singularly burdensome, exploitative, liberating, or irrelevant. Reality, unfortunately, does not
conform so neatly to these descriptions and their corresponding policy prescriptions. Events in
the post-Cold War era — from ethnic violence and civil war to financial crises and the
acknowledgement of widespread corruption — have demanded a more sophisticated appraisal of
the virtues, vices, and vicissitudes of “the social dimension” as it pertains to the wealth and
poverty of nations.
The social capital literature, in its broadest sense, represents a first approximation to the
answer to this challenge. It is a literature to which all the social science disciplines have
contributed, and it is beginning to generate a remarkable consensus regarding the role and
importance of institutions and communities in development. Indeed, one of the primary benefits
of the idea of social capital is that it is allowing scholars, policymakers, and practitioners from
different disciplines to enjoy an unprecedented level of cooperation and dialogue (Brown and
Ashman 1996; Brown 1998). In reviving and revitalizing mainstream sociological insights, there
has been a corresponding appreciation that different disciplines have a vital, distinctive, and
frequently complementary contribution to offer to inherently complex problems. Another
distinctive feature of the social capital approach is its approach to understanding poverty. Living
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on the margins of existence, the social capital of the poor is the one asset they can potentially
draw upon to help negotiate their way through an unpredictable and unforgiving world. As
Dordick (1997) astutely notes, the very poor have “something left to lose”, namely each other.
While much of the discourse surrounding poor people, poor communities, and poor economies is
one of “deficits”, a virtue of the social capital perspective is that it allows theorists,
policymakers, and practitioners to take an approach that recognizes important “assets.”
If, as I have argued, we should adopt a relatively narrow sociological definition of social
capital, but understand it as inherently embedded in an institutional context, where does this
leave us in terms of applying social capital to questions of economic growth? What relevance
does a social theory of norms and networks have for minders of regional and national economic
performance in OECD countries?
This question can be answered in a number of ways, but I will identify four. The first is
that social capital, so understood, should mind its own business, focus on communities, and leave
macroeconomic concerns to the experts. A second response is to search for existing proxies for
network size and structure, and simply “add” them to the catalogue of other variables deemed
significant for growth. A third answer is to do the hard work of integrating serious qualitative
and quantitative research strategies into the design of comprehensive new instruments to more
accurately measure social capital. A fourth strategy is to take the central ideas underlying the
social capital perspective (the “spirit” of social capital, if you will), and apply them in innovative
ways to broader issues of political economy. Of these answers, the first is overly modest, the
second overly ambitious. The third is a desirable long-run objective, the fourth an intriguing
possibility with more immediate returns. Needless to say, I cast my lot with champions of
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answers three and four. In the remaining space, let me sketch out these positions in further
detail.

Toward new, better, more comprehensive measures
For social capital to become a serious indicator of regional and national well-being,
measures of it need to be drawn from large representative samples, using indicators that have
been pre-tested and refined for their suitability. Such efforts are underway in a number of
countries, with the distinct possibility that social capital questions may soon be included in the
census of several OECD countries. In developing countries such as Guatemala, the highly
acclaimed Living Standards Measurement Survey (LSMS) — the standard bearer for high quality
household data on income, expenditure, health, and education — is about to incorporate a social
capital module, the first of its kind. Just as this survey will enable us to make reliable nationallevel estimates of the levels of poverty, education, and health, so too will it provide more or less
comparable data on social capital. The quantitative measures to be gleaned from this survey of
more than 9000 representative households will be complemented by a major qualitative analysis
at the village level. Armed with data of this scale and quality, there is a strong possibility that
social capital will soon be “mainstreamed” into the range of familiar economic measures used to
take the pulse of society (unemployment rates, consumer price indexes, inflation levels, and the
like).
It is important to stress that, while gathering “hard data” is indispensable, the qualitative
aspects of social capital should not be neglected. In many respects, it is something of a
contradiction in terms to argue that universal measures can be used to capture local idiosyncratic
realities. At a minimum, this means that the construction of survey instruments to measure social
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capital should follow intensive periods in the field, ascertaining the most appropriate way to ask
the necessary questions. This has been a feature of the work of the Sagauro Seminar at Harvard
University studying social capital in the US, and more modestly, of my own efforts (with
Vijayendra Rao and colleagues at the Institute Economic Growth in Delhi) to understand the risk
management functions of social capital in the slums of Delhi (see Coutinho, Rao, and Woolcock,
2000). In an age of electronic communications and busy schedules it is all too easy to download
other people’s surveys, append them to your own, and march off to the field with noble
intentions. Previous efforts should be a guide to, but not a substitute for, doing the hard work
that social capital research entails. Furthermore, social capital theory stresses “processes”
(means) as much as it does “products” (ends), and qualitative methods provide especially fruitful
techniques for unpacking the mechanisms behind those processes. Clean models and dirty hands
are both required (cf. Hirsch et al. 1990).

Incorporating the spirit of social capital into political economy and public policy
The policy response to reading the social capital literature should not be a call for more
choirs and soccer clubs, as writers satirizing Putnam (1993) have tended to infer. Social capital
is not a panacea, and more of it isn’t necessarily better. But the broader message rippling through
the social capital literature is that how we associate with each other, and on what terms, has
enormous implications for our well-being, whether we live in rich or poor countries. As such, a
number of important findings that have recently emerged independently from the political
economy literature, though they (rightly) avoid the social capital terminology, are entirely
consistent with the emerging social capital perspective.
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To see why, recall the three dimensions of social capital outlined above, and my
insistence that they be understood in the context of their institutional environment. If it is true
that meager stocks of bridging social capital make it more difficult for ideas, information, and
resources to circulate between groups, then it follows that larger economic, social, and political
forces that divide societies will be harmful for growth. Economic inequality, and overt
discrimination along gender and ethnic lines, for example, should be harmful to growth.
Similarly, if leveraging social capital is an important risk management strategy during times of
economic distress (e.g. losing a job, enduring crop failure, suffering a prolonged illness), it
follows that divided societies will experience greater difficulty managing economic shocks.
Moreover, my emphasis on understanding the efficacy of social capital in its institutional context
implies that how communities manage both opportunities and risk will be necessarily dependent
on the quality of the institutions under which they live. Rampant corruption, frustrating
bureaucratic delays, suppressed civil liberties, failure to safeguard property rights and uphold the
rule of law forces communities to supply privately and informally what should be delivered
publicly and formally. Accordingly, in countries where these conditions prevail, there should be
little to show for even the most well-intentioned efforts to build schools, hospitals, and
encourage foreign investment.
Recent work by Dani Rodrik (1999a, 1999b) and William Easterly (2000a) provides
powerful econometric evidence in support of the idea that economic growth in general, and the
ability to manage shocks in particular, is the twin product of coherent public institutions and
societies able to generate what Easterly calls a “middle class consensus.” Countries with divided
societies (along ethnic and economic lines) and weak, hostile or corrupt governments are
especially prone to a growth collapse. When shocks hit — as they did in the mid-1970s and early
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1980s — these countries proved unable and/or unwilling to make the necessary adjustments.
Lacking well-established precedents, procedures, and institutional resources for managing
conflict, these economies experienced a major growth collapse from which some have still not
recovered (see below).16
For students of economic growth in the 1960s, as Rodrik (1999a) correctly notes, it was
hard to adjudicate between the merits of different strategies, as all economies — open/closed,
natural resources/manufacturing, landlocked/coastal, temperate/tropical, large/small — did
relatively well. The real test came with the oil crises of the 1970s and the global recession of the
early 1980s, which produced a growth collapse in the developing economies of “Grand Canyon”
proportions, one that did not end until the mid-1990s. The devastating growth collapse of 19751995 cost the average person in the typical developing country around $200017, and set back by
at least a decade the level of economic development that would have been attained had the 195574 growth trajectory been maintained. By comparison, the recent Asian financial crisis will
appear as temporary, localized, and relatively minor. The OECD nations also suffered a growth
collapse in the late 1970s/early 1980s; they recovered relatively quickly, but have returned to
modest growth rate levels more commensurate with their history. (Importantly, the prospects of
poor nations seem to be heavily dependent on the performance of OECD nations [Easterly
2000c.])

16

For recent related work on the importance of governance and bureaucratic structures for development, see Tendler
(1997), La Porta et al. (1998), Campos and Nugent (1999), Kaufmann, Kraay, and Zoido-Lobaton (1999a,
1999b), Evans and Rauch (1999), and Rauch and Evans (2000). For early work relating social capital to
growth, see Helliwell and Putnam (1995).
17
This figure represents the difference between the growth rates that prevailed during the 1975-95 period, and the
2.35% rate of growth sustained over 1955-74. The figure is measured in constant 1995 dollars, based on the
median economy in 1974, which had a GNP/c of $730. The growth collapse, therefore, cost the average person
in this economy roughly three times their annual income. See Woolcock (2000).
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So, while social capital scholarship per se is surely on the safest ground when it speaks to
community development issues, the spirit of social capital is also consistent with findings now
emerging in studies of macroeconomic growth. It is in this sense that I think social research on
economic issues and economic research on social issues is reaching a remarkable — but largely
unacknowledged — consensus. More dialogue and diplomacy among social scientists, rather
than perennial civil war, might enable us to harness these collective insights in the joint pursuit
of a more productive and inclusive global economy.

5. Conclusion
For both countries and communities, then, rich and poor alike, managing risk, shocks, and
opportunities is a key ingredient in the quest to achieve sustainable economic development.
Whether shocks manifest themselves as terms of trade declines, natural disasters, strikes,
disputes over access to water, domestic violence, or the death of a spouse, those able to weather
the storm will be those that are more likely to prosper. A social capital perspective seeks to go
beyond primordial “cultural explanations” for these different response strategies, to look instead
for structural and relational features. Development is more than just a matter of playing good
“defense” (or “getting by”), however; it also entails knowing how to initiate and maintain
strategic “offense” (“getting ahead”). From large public-private partnerships (Tendler 1995) to
village-level development programs (Bebbington and Carroll 2000), success turns on the extent
to which ways and means can be found to forge mutually beneficial and accountable ties between
different agents and agencies of expertise. It is in this sense that I argue that “getting the social
relations right” (Woolcock 2001) is a crucial component of both the means and ends of
development. If the idea and the ideals of social capital help move us in this direction — and
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does so by encouraging and rewarding greater cross-fertilization between disciplines and
methodologies, and between scholars and policymakers18 — then it more than justifies its place
in the new development lexicon.
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